
24 larch 1976 

:ear darol 
This respon.fM, as much RS 1 ran, to your mailing of 

arch 20. 	Thanks for your offer of the material you motfrom 
chweiker. 	pass, thanks. Trying to cut down on vulume as 

rluch as possible, and I can foresee no real probability of using 
all this mass of material. 	appreciate the offer, believe me. 

I'm truly sorry that I have no eneriele3e which could 
lend anything toward a solution for your plagiarism problem. :.;Ince 
the news is conyricrhted in effect for only 24 hours or so, the 
problem rarely arises in the area of daily news. Fost papers would 
rather miss the story entirely than ire - redit where credit is due 
if less than 24 hours is involved. ;Depends on what papers ar 
involved, of course. 3ituations vary a great deal, so it's hard to 
generalize. ..ut unacknowledged plagiarism is very common, I think. 

The imnression rrained from reading what you've been 
saying about the Playboy case is that they nay have got away with 
something of the sort before and are trusting their wealth and 
general clout to carry them through: 	They also may understand 
very clearly your reluctance to sue and the fact that it's based 
Partly on the element of danger you have warned them of. 

I:he fact that their lawyers claim there is no such thing'. 
as plagiarism seems to me to be basically a statement that it's so 
common.tkak and hard to prove in court that vigorous prosecution 
for plariarism is relatively rare. 	dubstantial awards for 
rlap:iarism may he equally rare. In other words, they may be speaking 
from their experience.. 

I realize that by the time you oet this you will already 
have had to make up your mind, and can say only that it's a decision 
I vouldn't wart to make without 7ood lep7a1 advice. 

.low definitive an ap: eemert di you have with Playboy --
in other Jords, could you charge breach of contract in additidon to 
plagiarism ? 	I feel sure i.esar would have fooei ideas on such 
nossibthlities, and that have been working closely with him 
as this thie!g has developed. 

es, 1 agree with you on your opinion about the 
plane crashes which killed :/ammarskjolo and the planeload of 
Chinese delen.ates to the iancilui7 conference. 	.ever had any doubt 
about them at the time, although I couldn't prove a thing and may 
not even have any files on them, If I do they are buried so deep 
that i wouldn't know where to start looking at this late date. 
,=,y the way, there was a planeload, of corresnondents which also 
crashed en route to Landung, I think it was. I remember clearly 
because a couple 1. knew were on lt and lost their lives. Lynn 
ahan, a classmate who was a PIO, and .'ince ahoney of the 
Chronicle. That crash also looked pretty fortuitous as I recall 
it. 

One more small string to tie around your and 	finger. 
interested in anything about Alexander 3utterfield, as we still 

believe he ,'isclosed the tapes according to instructions. Last we 
hearr-,  of hjr he was beginning his own business as an airline industry 
cr7rsultart. If you ha-Tper to sight his name aywIlere we'd be glad 
to know about it. 

Thanks and best from us both, 	 i(114 


